Dynamics of Metallurgic Production in Emerging Countries
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Abstract
The article presents the analysis of the development of production in metallurgic industry. Production rates and output are determined by two factors. The first factor of the metals consumption growth is the annual population growth, especially in emerging countries. The second factor is the process of industrialization in emerging countries. However, the dynamics of the production processes can affect the re-industrialization and the reshoring of industrial production. The article analyses the development of production in metallurgic industry in China and Russia.
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1. Introduction
Natural resources, including subsoil assets, are vital for human life on earth. However, at the same time the growing use of natural resources adversely affects the environment and ecological situation. The development and application of new resource-saving metal-processing technologies is the only way to reduce the negative impact of the metals consumption growth under conditions of the growing population. The pace of metal (steel, copper and aluminium) consumption growth has become especially high since the Second World War. According to Humphreys D. the metals consumption peak falls at a period between 2003 and 2008 and is associated with producer and consumer goods production growth in emerging countries, among them in China. The main conditions of metal consumption growth are world population growth and industrialisation in emerging countries.

A decline in natural resources output is an effective way to improve the ecological situation in the world (Graedel, 2003). But unfortunately the experience shows that recently natural resources output has only been growing, mainly because of the growth of population and metal consumer goods production. Experts predict the further growth of world population in the future (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Growth of world population](http://www.geohive.com/earth/his_history3.aspx)
The population grows most rapidly in emerging countries, among them in China. China leads in population and rate of its growth (Figure 2). That is why it accounts for the greatest share of the natural resources consumption, including metallurgic production. The projected trend of population growth not only in China, but in the whole world will lead to an increase in the use of resources in the future. This fact must motivate governments to find new and more effective methods of the natural resources use. There's a need to elaborate and implement new technologies which will enable to reduce the negative impact on environment and increase the efficiency of the raw material processing.

Figure 2. Population of China 2000-2013

Another condition of the metallurgic production growth is the process of industrialisation in emerging countries. The growing share of the natural resources consumption accounts for the emerging countries. It is caused by the rapid development of such emerging countries as China and India. In the early 2000s the share of emerging countries in the global economic growth exceeded the share of developed countries. China was the main, though not only component of this growth. Russia, India, South-East Asian countries, Latin America and Africa also account for the significant part of this growth. One of the main features of countries in the process of industrialisation is the fact that their development is connected with the consumption of large amounts of materials including metals. It occurs because the process of industrialisation on its early stages requires great expenses for the infrastructure development (Williamson, 1985).

The construction and modernization of manufacturing companies, power plants, ports, railroads, and the construction of shops, offices and houses require a large amount of producer goods. Another feature of countries in the process of industrialisation is the growth of personal incomes. This results in growth of consumption of durable goods, such as cars, TV sets, refrigerators. Durable goods consumption growth requires the increase of metal mining and processing.

2. Methods

Such factors as industrialization in emerging countries and population growth directly result in the metal consumption growth. These factors determine the glut of metallurgic production, which started from the beginning of World War II and reached a peak in the period between 2003 and 2008. The metal consumption growth during World War II was caused by the need to expand military might, militarization of economy, mass weapons production, railway construction (Radetzki, 2006). After the end of the war in many countries buildings, roads and plants were destroyed and needed reconstruction, which also resulted in higher demand for metallurgic production.

Over the hundred years, the metallurgic life cycle has seen several ups and downs, which was reflected in metal price rises and falls and thus affected the metallurgic production output, including steel production (picture 3). In the beginning of the XXI century the active development of information technologies caused an outflow of investments from metallurgy. Intellectual resources, communications, services, intangible goods became the
basis of the new economy (Coyle, 1999). This was the reason for a cut in metal prices during the period between 1998 and 2002, but the volume of raw materials kept increasing even at that period.


The financial crisis in developed countries affected the metallurgical production price up to 2002. At the same time China intensively increased the volume of metals (including steel) produced and became more than three times more productive than Russia and India.

In 2003 there was a structural rise at the consumer goods market (Garren, 2003) and the demand for consumer goods started to outrun the commercial production which certainly caused a rise in prices of industrial goods, including metallurgical production. By the end of 2003 the background for the long-term growth of metallurgy had been formed and the output of metallurgical production in Russia and India began to increase. China still leads in a steel production level among world's leading metallurgical producers (Figure 3). Zink production in China also plays an important role in industrial development. Its production is associated with high domestic needs, so the raw materials production increases annually (Figure 4).


Despite the signs of a crisis in a global environment metal prices continued to grow and in 2005 experts defined the peak in prices rise in metallurgy (Heap, 2005).

In 2006 the growth of global economy was maintained at a level of 5% which kept the basis for the high demand for all raw material resources. Manufacturing companies increased natural resources production attempting to
meet all demand for raw materials, but the production level could not do it. Despite of mortgage bubble problems in American economy, raw material prices fell insignificantly and there still was the trend of high metallurgic production prices. Only in the first half of 2008 the prices started to fall gradually. This affected the steel production output in Russia and India, which is shown in picture 3. The global economic crisis of 2008 struck all developed countries’ economies, but the emerging countries haven't suffered from it so much. This was due to the high resource intensiveness of the emerging countries and high domestic demand for resources, including metallurgic production.

At the same time since 2007 the China metallurgic production share in global exports has started to grow. This is caused by the fact that China economy has become investment-attractive because of the low-cost labour and raw materials availability under conditions of the global economy crisis. The external investments in Chinese metallurgy enabled the high paces of its growth. The Chinese economy began to develop faster than economies of developed countries (Humphreys, 2010).

Positive dynamics in metallurgy development can also be observed in India, through its paces are not as high as in China (Figure 3). As already mentioned, emerging countries usually have a high domestic consumption of resources, which increases the demand for raw materials and high metallurgy production paces. In Indian economy the consumption is lower than in China, which is due to lower personal incomes and even a lower consumption level. The second factor of the economy development at early stages of industrialisation is low-cost labour, which attracts new investments in the economy.

Production figures of metallurgy in Russia are higher than those in India (Figure 3). Russia is the world's leader in iron-ore raw material stocks. (Russian Manufacturer) The large number of metal ore deposits allows exporting large volumes of metallurgy production. Russia exports mainly ferrous metals, the share of highly refined metals is relatively low, lower than in China. Nowadays Russia produces above 100 ml. tons of salable metal ore and holds the fifth place according to this indicator.

The structural change in global production forms different conditions for the developing economies which undergo the process of industrialization. Rates of Russia in the global metallurgic production are relatively low, which makes it necessary to find out the reasons for such a lag.

3. Results

As mentioned above, the share of emerging countries in global economic growth has been increasing in the last decade. There is an investment outflow in emerging countries, which have become new and powerful corporative players in global economy. Many studies are devoted to this topic (Lall, 1983, Kumar, 1998, pp. 177-194; 2008, pp. 242-261; Aykut & Ratha, 2004, pp. 149-177; UNCTAD, 2006, 2013). The emerging countries are at the stage of establishing the new type of economy, form the network of international corporations based on available raw materials and technologies. The main strategy of the emerging countries is to increase their rate in the global environment through the export growth.

During the last decade the China economy has been growing at a very fast pace, exceeding the global economic growth. The peak of the growth in China falls on the information technologies crisis period in 2003. At that period the entire world's investment resources were searching for the sphere for investing. China with its natural resources and low-cost labour suited for this role. That is why in the current decade the Chinese economy is becoming the center of active investing, just as the information technologies were in the 1990s. The surplus of the low-cost capital heats up the Chinese economy and creates conditions for the vigorous growth of different branches including metallurgy. The fast paces of the Chinese economy growth marked the beginning of the shift of the consumption structure towards consumption goods (Wolf, 2003).

By 2004 China GDP growth reached 10% with the parallel growth of exports. The instability of the global economy did not affect China. While the USA economy growth caused concern, in China measures were taken to prevent economic overheating. Though the global economy in 2004 was in recession, metal prices were higher than in 2003, and the China economy continued to increase its pace of growth. In 2005 the metal ore price rise reached 71%. It was due to the high demand for metallurgical production (Pisano & Shih, 2012). By comparison, the most significant metal price rise was observed in 1980 - by 19.5%. The prices continue to rise in 2006, and China GDP growth was 10.4% in 2005 and 11.1% in 2006. The global economy growth was only 5%. The metallurgical production price rise was caused by the intensive producing and processing of natural resources to meet the growing needs of production and construction in emerging countries, especially in China.

In 2007 the global economy started to show signs of crisis, especially in the real estate market. But in Chinese economy the pace of economic growth continued to increase, its GDP increased by 11.4% in 2007. Only in the
second half of 2007 metallurgic production prices fell, but there was not any significant fall despite the growing USA and global economy crisis. The consumption of resources continues to grow and, according to Bergheim 94% of China GDP was based on domestic demand, so even if the USA economy falls into crisis and stops purchasing Chinese goods, it will not weaken Chinese economy.

In the first half of 2008 came another metallurgic production price rise caused by the increased prices for copper and aluminum. In conditions of global profound crisis many countries accused China of artificial raising of metallurgical production price levels. In a relatively short period of time since 1990 prices for metallurgical production have dramatically increased. And it was only in the first half of 2008 when they started to fall.

The main reason for the metallurgic production price rise during the whole period since 1990 was the growing demand for raw materials and producer goods in China. More than a half of all investments in Chinese economy were in the industrial and real estate sectors. Investments in construction and infrastructure resulted in a directly proportional growth of investments in metallurgy. During the period between 2000 and 2008 the demand for aluminum in China increased by 20% annually, for steel - by 16% annually and for copper also by 16% annually. So during the given period the consumption of metallurgic production reached 2/3 of the global consumption.

The main factors of China economy growth were large amounts of investment, which needed placement in the period of IT-crisis, and low-cost labor. This enabled to increase paces of the GDP growth through the export of the metallurgic production and other consumable goods.

To stimulate the growth of production of ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy in the Order of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation dated May 5, 2014 № 839 "On Approval of the Development Strategy of Russia's steel industry for 2014 - 2020 and up to 2030 and the Development Strategy of Russian ferrous metallurgy for 2014 - 2020 and up to 2030 "marked measures to support the industry. In the Strategy notes that the main determinants of increased demand for the products of the industry are: the development of the military-industrial complex, the construction of new fuel and energy complex, the development of infrastructure projects (2018 FIFA World Cup, the Universiade 2019), the development of railway projects transport, the implementation of the Development Strategy of the Russian Arctic. The Strategy notes that in the long term to 2030 demand for steel products will be formed by the fuel, energy, and machine-building complexes. It should be noted that the statement in the Strategy indicators are achievable, despite the economic crisis, as the main consumers of the industry are domestic enterprises. Lower oil prices may lead to the suspension of infrastructure projects in the energy sector in the short term. However, in the medium term increase in energy prices will lead to recovery and growth in demand for steel products from the fuel and energy complex. In contrast to the fuel and energy in the military-industrial complex is expected to increase consumption of metallurgical products, regardless of the fluctuations of economic conditions.

Increased demand for metallurgical products in the domestic market should lead to increased productivity. According to the Strategy productivity by 2030 is expected to grow by 30% in relation to 2012. Provision of this indicator is planned due to: decommissioning inefficient capacities, production automation, increasing the share of value-added products, development of outsourcing. Due to these measures is planned to create new jobs: in 2015 - 2 thousand workplaces, in 2020 - 4 thousand workplaces, and in 2030 - 8 thousand workplaces people. It should be noted that in the context of the general economic instability and decline in demand for steel products from the fuel and energy and machine building, the creation of new jobs in the short and medium term could not be ensured.

Strategy development of the industry is forecast consistent growth investments, which in 2017-2020 will amount to 120 billion rub. 2021-2025. - 130 billion rub. And 2026-2030 - 140 billion rub. The main source of investment funds will own companies metallurgical complex, as well as attract resources from other sources, including bank loans, equipment leasing and sale of shares. In the face of declining demand for metallurgical products in the short and medium term, companies' own funds are likely to be mobilized to ensure the stability and preservation of existing market positions. In this regard, it can be assumed that the growth of investments in the years 2017-2020 to 120 billion rubs. is reached. Achievement of planned indicators of industry growth is possible only by increasing domestic demand for metallurgical products, which are more likely to be achieved no earlier than 2018-2020 years.

4. Discussion

This article has been proved that the population growth and industrialization in emerging countries cause the increase in the share of the consumed metallurgic production. Emerging countries consume more metallurgical products than developed ones. This is determined by the necessity of the infrastructure development. The consumption of raw materials, including metals is growing annually, which causes the negative environmental
impact. The development of new resource-saving technology may become an effective means of tackling environmental problems. Growing with each passing year the consumption of raw materials, including metals aggravates the ecological situation in the world. Development of new resource-saving technologies can be an effective way to solve environmental problems.

China is the world-leader of metallurgic production. However, the greater share of the consumed production is domestic consumption. The key feature of the Chinese economy is it is very resource-consuming. So the global recessions do not negatively influence the prices of metals, and the GDP share in the world economy is increasing each year. China is a strong world player and occupies leading positions regarding the production of many goods.

Russia is also a leader in metal mining. However, compared to China, the volumes of the mining and processing are considerably lower. The main reason for this was the change of the political regime and the economy structure crisis in 1991 which weakened the metallurgic production. Shallow mines are predominating which lowers the share and quality of the raw materials produced. The share of non-ferrous metals mined in Russia does not even meet the domestic demand.

The following issues are to become the key trends of developing metallurgy in Russia:
- increasing the quality of the metallurgic production by developing new mines;
- applying new technologies which increase the effectiveness of processing metals;
- developing technologies lowering the negative impact on the environment.

5. Conclusion

Although Russia is an emerging country, its influence on the dynamics of the metallurgy development is not as strong as that of China. High rates of the metallurgy development in China are due to great shares from developed countries’ investments. The Russian economy is not that investment-attractive for foreign investors. Without foreign investments, high rates of the metallurgy development cannot be achieved. Another problem of the Russian economy is the citizens’ low incomes, which hinders the domestic consumption of metallurgic products. Despite the fact that Russia is at the stage of industrialization, the domestic consumption of metallurgic products is low and the demand is met by the Chinese metallurgic production.

The analysis of the impact of emerging countries on the metallurgy development shows that the greatest impact on the increase of metallurgic production is exercised by China, disposing of cheap labor force. Besides, China sees the high share of domestic consumption of production means and metallurgic products. Reshoring processes observed in 2011-2014, which mean moving production capacities from developing countries back to developed ones, can have significant impact on mining volumes and processing in China’s metallurgy (Boston Consulting Group, 2013, 2014, Kinkel, 2009, pp. 154-165; 2012, pp. 696-720; Regalado, 2013, The Economist, 2013). However, reshoring processes will not have strong impact on Russian economy or its sectors including metallurgy (Shvetsov, 2012). This is due to the fact that, compared with other developing countries in Russia is small number of foreign origin companies and their return to developed countries will not have so significant impact on economic activity and production industries, including metallurgy.
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